Welcome to Tokyo (東京), JAPAN October, 2021

NIER is planning to have an International Symposium followed to the GA meeting. Back-to-back Symposium is the first attempt in the GA history! Details will be informed soon!!
Japan is east of the Eurasian continent and is located on the border between the continent and the Pacific Ocean.

The total land area of the Japanese territory is about 378,000 square kilometers, which is about the same size as Germany, Viet Nam, Iraq, Zimbabwe, or Paraguay. Japan is an archipelago of about 6,850 islands.
To the City Center of Tokyo

From the Haneda Airport in Tokyo
Train 30 min. JPY 470
Limousine Bus (2times in 1hour) 35 min. JPY 1,250
Taxi 25 min. JPY 8,000

From the Narita International Airport in Chiba
Train 90 min. JPY 2,680
Limousine Bus (2times in 1hour) 100 min. JPY 3,200
Taxi 80 min. JPY 30,000

Airport Limousine (Haneda and Narita)
Japan


◆ Capital: Tokyo

◆ Currency: YEN (JPY)

◆ Language: Japanese

◆ Time zone in Tokyo: UTC/GMT + 9 HOURS

◆ Calling code: +81
Weather in October

Dusk at around 17:00 pm

Average around 19° C / 66° F \( (19° \times 9 \div 5) + 32 \approx 66° F \)

Lows around 15° C / 59° F \( (15° \times 9 \div 5) + 32 \approx 59° F \)

Highs around 23° C / 73° F \( (23° \times 9 \div 5) + 32 \approx 73° F \)

Mains Voltage and plug

Standard voltage is 100 V and the standard frequency is 50 Hz.

Power plugs and sockets are of type A.
Useful link information

VISA (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan)
https://www.mofa.go.jp/j_info/visit/visa/index.html

First-Time Visitor Info

Japan Safe Travel Information

Regions of Japan
https://www.japan.travel/en/destinations/?map

Video Footage

JAPAN 47 Prefectures (2 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwXBaMo4Z0w&list=RDCMUCAF3bpYrvw_3RlkZ3OUmNNA&index=2

Goodness of Japan (1 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Pup_huM0hQ&list=RDCMUCAF3bpYrvw_3RlkZ3OUmNNA&index=7
See you in Tokyo
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